
MY PERSONAL LYCAN KING 

Chapter 88 - Book-2 -3 Cliff Bring Back Some Memories! 

 

Entering Riverside city, the first thing that the girls did was capture the beauty 

of the city with their phones while they stood near the beautiful hill to click 

some selfies. 

Jasmine looked at the girls going crazy and couldn't help but laugh at their 

'Over-appreciation' for the beauty.  

Closing her eyes, she inhaled deeply in the soothing fresh air of the hills and 

smiled involuntarily. 

She has always found a connection with nature. It wasn't her thoughts only. 

She also feels that all her powers become stronger when she is outside. 

"Jasmine! Come here! Look. How beautiful this cliff is." Tiffany shouted from 

some distance, making her shake her head before she started walking 

towards the cliff slowly. 

"See, it's so beautiful down there. And the water is so clear! It's so hard to 

predict its deepness when it's this clear, no?" Tiffany gushed, however, as 

soon as Jasmine looked down from the cliff she felt her head throbbing, as 

some weird blurred images started appearing in her subconscious. 

The image of a girl hugging a man beside the river banks, the image of a girl 

saving someone, the image of a girl looking down from the cliff, and the 

strangest was the image of a girl rolling down from the cliff. 

Not being able to take the pain, she stepped back, however, as all her 

concentration was on her pain, her foot slipped, resulting in her slipping as 

she fell into the cliff. 
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"Jasmin! Jasmine! Alpha Sam! Oh my god!" Tiffany immediately panicked, 

catching everyone's attention. 

"What happened?" Milly was the first one to rush towards her. 

"Jasmine, she fell from the cliff," Tiffany said horrified, her eyes brimming with 

tears as she fell on her knees. 

When Brittany heard Tiffany's words, she immediately rushed towards them, 

followed by the boys, who were preparing for a barbecue not far from the cliff. 

"What the hell were you doing this close to the cliff? Don't you remember that 

Danny had clearly mentioned that Jasmine is afraid of cliffs and always loses 

consciousness when she is near one?" Jackson shouted at Tiffany, making 

her more panicky than she already was. 

"I...I just wanted to show her how beautiful it was." Tiffany sobbed. 

"Yeah, because that's the only beautiful thing here. Can't you act a bit 

maturely?" Jackson growled. 

"Come on, Jackson. It's not time to fight. We better find her and make sure 

she doesn't hurt herself." Mike said, making everyone nod. 

"Why do you guys look so down? What's the issue?" Alpha Sam asked 

reaching near the cliff where everyone was gathered as he and Catherine 

have gone to admit those girls in their schools respectively and were able to 

come back only now. 

"It's…it's.." Milly stuttered, not knowing what to say to her father. 

Seeing the fidgeting form of everyone, Alpha Sam squinted his brows before 

he looked around himself and asked, 

"Where is Jasmine?" 

"She..uhh…" Milly stuttered again. 



"Come on, Milly. We don't have all day for this, we need to save-" Before Paul 

could finish his words, he saw Jasmine standing behind Alpha Sam, shaking 

her head, indicating him to not tell him anything. 

"Save some energy for the later fun too. Look, even Jasmine is agreeing to it." 

Paul said, making up a lame excuse while everyone turned and looked where 

Paul was looking before everyone visibly relaxed. 

"Alpha Sam, you are back? How was the girl's orientation?" Jasmine asked 

before dusting her clothes. 

"The orientation went well. But, were you rolling in the grasslands from the 

moment we left? Come on, change your clothes. If Danny came to knew that I 

left you in dirty clothes, he will surely cause a fuss." Catherine said, making 

everyone laugh. 

Once both Alpha Sam and Catherine left, all the teenagers turned to her for 

an explanation. However, before they could say anything, she immediately 

smacked the back of Jackson's head. 

"Next time I get in a situation like this, can you please focus on saving me 

rather than bickering with everyone?" Jasmine scoffed before dusting her 

clothes. 

"Hey! But why am I the only person being beaten!" Jackson yelled as Milly 

hugged him to calm him. 

"Because you stole my best friend from me and I hate you." Jasmine 

shrugged, and everyone laughed at her. 

Shaking her head at her mate and her best friend, Milly kissed Jackson's lips 

before rushing towards Jasmine. 

"How did you come back again? Don't tell me you broke the rule." Milly 

whispered. 



"When I fell, I accidentally landed on a flat area which is hidden because of 

the bushes, however, the mountain where you guys were standing was too 

straight and I couldn't climb up, and thus, I had to climb in a slant direction, the 

reason why I appeared behind Alpha Sam," Jasmine explained, making Milly 

nod. 

Jasmine knew that everyone else was also listening to her conversation, thus, 

she had to make half of the story. 

However, the thing that she found most intriguing was the fact that when she 

was down there, she had a weird feeling and intuition to fall in the river. Like 

something was calling her down there. 

She must be really going crazy since this was the first time she has ventured 

out without Danny by her side. 

"So where are we going next?" Brittany asked Alpha Sam, who was busy 

grilling meat for his wife. 

"Next we will be going to the Waterfalls where the great alpha king is 

celebrating his birthday party." Alpha Sam said, making Catherine roll her 

eyes at him. 

"What great! A person with a stone-cold heart is great? I heard he tried to kill 

his mother once. And the fact that he has snatched the throne from his cousin 

brother isn't hidden either. Have you forgotten what he did to the rogue that 

we had sent there? He killed her!" Catherine shouted, becoming angry at the 

end. 

"Enough!" Jasmine shouted much to everyone's shock. However, the thing 

that everyone was more shocked about was the power that she oozed when 

she gave the order. 

Even Jasmine herself was confused as to why she shouted like this. 



When Catherine was saying those piercing words, she felt like crumbling 

something, like there was something that she wanted to crush, like something 

wanted to come out of her. 

"I mean, we should concentrate on the food rather than talking about some 

jerk, no? I am sorry if my words came out to be too rude." Jasmine added 

after a pause, making everyone look at her for a brief second before everyone 

burst out laughing. 

"When it comes to food, she doesn't take a shit that might hinder her from 

eating." Alpha Sam said, and just like that, everyone neglected her earlier 

outburst. 

However, what they failed to notice was a bush not far from them that has 

turned into ashes when she had yelled earlier. 

Alpha Sam looked at Jasmine one last time before he stood and shook his 

head. He knew that Jasmine was a special girl, and that was the reason why 

Danny was so protective of her, but the power she oozed just now had even 

left him speechless. 

As one of the strongest alphas even he had the urge to bow down to her and 

feel scared of her, let alone all the teenagers here. 

Reaching the hotel that was arranged for the guests, everyone started taking 

out their stuff to freshen up as they were living here for two days. 

Since the arrangement was done by the royal palace, everyone was needed 

to share rooms. One room each was allotted to five girls and give boys, 

irrespective of whether they were mated and wanted to live with their other 

half, in the west wing. 

Alpha's and their better halves were provided a separate room each in the 

east wing, away from the teenagers. 



To not create any mess, most of the groups of girls and boys were divided 

based on their personal preference. 

"Hey, since the bathroom is occupied, why don't we go and do some 

sightseeing before coming back and showering?" Brittany suggested, and the 

three girls nodded at that. They were sharing a room with a girl from Dark fall 

pack, who immediately occupied the bathroom leaving the other four hanging 

with nothing. 

"I knew you love me, Brittany. You remembered my words of going shopping 

the first thing we reach here, no?" Tiffany smirked, making everyone groan at 

her words. 

 


